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Abstract

Transactional Memory (TM) intends to simplify the design and implementation of the shared-memory data structures used in parallel software. Many Software TM systems are based on writer-locks to protect the data being modified. Such implementations can suffer from the “privatization” problem, in which transactional and non-transactional accesses to the same location can lead to inconsistent results. One solution is the use of Pessimistic Concurrency Control, but it entails an important performance penalty due to the need of reader-writer locking.

In this paper a hybrid TM design is proposed to reduce the performance overheads caused by the use of these locks while combining three desirable features: (i) full TM functionality whether or not the architectural support is present; (ii) execution of a single common code path in software or hardware; and, (iii) immunity from the privatization problem. The analysis shows how a Hybrid TM can lose important properties, such as starvation freedom. To overcome this issue, Directory Reservations is presented, a low-cost mechanism improving existent solutions designed for Hardware TM.
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1. Introduction

Transactional Memory (TM), [19], aims to provide a simple programming interface to access shared data, avoiding some of the classical problems of shared memory concurrency. Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) proposals (such as [3], [13], [29], [30]) can provide high performance and ‘strong’ semantics in which conflicts between memory accesses made by transactions and memory accesses made in non-transaction mode, are detected. However, HTMs mainly rely on extending the coherence protocol with conflicts detected ‘online’ between the parties involved; this makes thread pre-emption and paging to disk complicated or impossible. Transactions that exceed local resources (cache capacity, write buffers) are either not supported, lead to complicated hardware designs, or notably increase the possibilities of high rates of false conflicts.

Software Transactional Memory (STM) proposals (such as [5], [10], [14], [15], [22]) allow the flexibility to explore different semantics and the possibility of deployment on current hardware. However, pure-software implementations suffer from high overheads. Even the simplest, blocking implementations of STM impose a significant slowdown. One approach to improve performance is hardware-accelerated TM (Ha-TM) in which a STM uses new hardware features to perform part of the transaction’s work [28], [32], [35]. An alternative approach is hybrid TM (Hy-TM) [4], [18], in which the system supports the coexistence of HW and SW transactions, typically by starting a transaction in HW and re-executing it in SW if it overflows limited resources.

In addition, STMs typically provide ‘weak’ semantics in which conflicts between transacted and non-transacted accesses go undetected. This leads to programs that, intuitively, are correctly synchronized but they are not implemented with the semantics that programmers might anticipate. One example is the ‘privatization problem’ as presented below:

```
// Thread 1
// x initially 0
atomic { // Tx1
  x_shared = false;
}
x++; // W1

// Thread 2
atomic { // Tx2
  if (x_shared)
    x = 42; // W2
}
```
In this example, with $x_{\text{shared}}$ initially true, Thread 1 attempts to mark $x$ as no longer shared (Tx1) before accessing it directly (W1), while Thread 2 attempts to check if $x$ is still shared (Tx2) before accessing it inside its transaction (W2). This program is correctly synchronized under the ‘single lock atomicity’ model in which atomic sections are replaced by the use of a single process-wide lock. Programmers might therefore expect it to be correctly synchronized using TM and to see either $x = 1$ or $x = 43$. Unfortunately, existing STMs do not correctly implement it as Spear et al discuss in [36]. In some STM designs, Tx2 may be serialized before Tx1 but the write from W2 might not yet be made back to main memory before W1 executes (allowing $x = 42$). In other STMs, Tx1 may conflict with Tx2 but Tx2 will continue running after the conflict is detected, letting W1 and W2 race (allowing $x = 0$ if Tx2 is rolled back after W1 executes).

Different systems have been proposed to overcome this and other similar problems that impact programming complexity. The work in [34] proposes a strongly-atomic Java STM providing high performance by extensively using whole-program analyses and JIT optimizations to reduce the performance penalty of memory barriers in non-transactional code. In [23] the semantics of atomic blocks are defined by translating them into various lock acquire/release implementations. The “single lock” translation is appealing because it provides semantics that are easy to explain in terms of existing programming language constructs and the Java memory model. However, the STM-based implementation of these single-lock semantics requires process-wide barrier operations at various stages during a transaction execution. This introduces contention between the implementations of transactions that access disjoint data.

Several techniques are identified in [36] for avoiding the privatization problem: (1) Data can be statically partitioned between transacted and non-transacted parts of the heap, with explicit marshalling between them. (2) STM-aware libraries can be used for private accesses, like W1 in the previous example, with the overhead that it entails. (3) Synchronization barriers can be added such that data is not used both in private and shared modes between barriers. (4) Explicit fences can be required after transactions that make parts of the heap private. (5) Pessimistic Concurrency Control (PCC) can be used so that if Tx1 is serialized after Tx2 then Tx1 will not commit until Tx2 has committed, or aborted and cleaned up. Of these techniques, only this last one has the desirable property that it does not affect the
programming model. However, as observed in [36], “PCC entails unacceptable overhead, primarily due to the overhead of reader locking”.

The current paper is devoted to explore the role of architectural support in making a practical TM based on PCC. The proposed system avoids the privatization problem while eliminating the need to develop a more complicated programming model involving barriers and fences that would not be needed under strong semantics. Our basic approach is a Hy-TM design in which we combine an optional, generic HTM system with a lock-based variant of Fraser’s OSTM [10].

By carefully structuring the HTM transactions, we allow them both to correctly interact with software locks and to hold the same read-mode lock concurrently by multiple transactions.

Specifically, the main contributions of the paper are:

- An evaluation of the base PCC STM system, showing the impact of the different overheads. The resulting system is compared with a non-blocking STM that provides higher performance at the cost of failing in the privatization problem.
- A novel approach to handle multiple-reader, single-writer locks that allows HW transactions to elide them and detects conflicts with SW code.
- A Hybrid TM system based on the previous lock handling that can be accelerated with a generic bounded HTM, without the need of two different execution paths for HW and SW transactions. The evaluation quantifies the overhead of the locking mechanism, the read-set management and the write-set management. It also shows that the original fairness, provided by queue-based locks, is lost when using a HTM.
- Directory Reservations is proposed, which is a low-cost hardware mechanism to regain fairness between reader and writer transactions, both hardware and software, preventing starvation and blocking.

3. Overview of the base STM

Our work is built over a lock-based variant of Fraser’s OSTM [10]. This is an indirection-based STM in which transacted objects are represented by a header word that points to the object’s current contents. Transactions run optimistically,
building up thread-private logs of their tentative updates to objects. They commit by using the fair multi-reader single-writer (MRSW) variant of MCS spin-locks [27] to (i) lock the objects that they have accessed, before (ii) validating that there has been no conflict, and (iii) updating objects modified in the transaction.

Source-code of the base STM is available at http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/srg/netos/lock-free/. The API, defined in Figure 1, is similar to other indirection-based STMs [17], [22]. Running transactions are represented by tx_id transaction records. Transacted objects are represented by values of type stm_blk.

**Transaction start.** Transactions start with a call to new_stm_tx() that prepares the current transaction logs and records a return point (represented by a sigjmp_buf) to branch to if the transaction becomes invalid.

**Accessing objects in the transaction.** The structure of a transactional object, stm_blk, is shown in Figure 3. The locks behave as defined in [27]. The three lock fields have been dissected on the right side. Each object must be “open” for read or write before using it. This open action searches the read and write log, and allocates a new entry if not found. Both read and write sets are implemented as ordered singly linked lists of stmTxEntries (depicted in Figure 2) using the next pointer. If the object is open for read, both old and new point to the current data; otherwise, a new data is allocated and new points to it. On each access, the pointer new is returned. Objects are allocated and de-allocated from per-thread free lists through new_stm_blk and free_stm_blk. As in Fraser’s thesis, an epoch-based garbage collector is used to defer actual de-allocation until it is safe to do so [24].

**Transaction commit.** On commit, the STM acquires the locks corresponding to the objects in its log using MRSW locks to allow different threads to commit concurrently if their read-sets overlap. When all of the locks are taken, the system validates both the read and write sets. This merely consists of comparing the old pointers in the private log with the data pointers in the shared memory, since the

```
Begin transaction: stmTx *new_stm_tx(tx_id *tx, stm *mem, sigjmp_buf *penv);
Commit Transaction: bool commit_stm_tx(tx_id *tx);
Validate transaction: bool validate_stm_tx(tx_id *tx);
Abort transaction: void abort_stm_tx(tx_id *tx);
Read STM block b: void *read_stm_blk(tx_id *tx, stm blk *b);
Write STM block b: void *write_stm_blk(tx_id *tx, stm blk *b);
Allocate STM block: stmblk *new_stm_blk(tx_id *tx, stm *mem);
De-allocate STM block b: void free_stm_blk(tx_id *tx, stm *mem, stm blk *b);
```

**Figure 1:** STM programmer interface
old pointer is copied in the first block access and only updated on a transaction commit. In case of any conflict, the transaction releases all of the locks and aborts. On success, it commits the write set, updating the data pointers in shared memory to point to the newly allocated data blocks. Finally, all of the locks are released.

Transaction Abort. Ordinarily, abort occurs when commit-time validation fails. In that case, locks are released and the transaction is re-executed. As with other OSTM designs, a signal handler catches failures that may be generated by invalid transactions. The signal handler validates the transaction. If it is invalid, then the signal might have been generated by a race condition, so it is ignored and the transaction is aborted returning to the restore point created in the new_stm_tx call using siglongjmp. As with other designs that allow transactions to run while invalid, this approach requires care from the programmer to ensure that invalid transactions will fail ‘cleanly’. In managed languages like C# or Java all such failures could be detected by the runtime system.

4. Hybrid-TM

A lock-based STM adds four main overheads when compared with running the same transactions on a native HTM (as in [28]). First, the locking mechanism itself is not necessary in a HTM system. Second, transactions need to maintain the read-set and write-set lists. This introduces a list-search for each object accessed, and an increase in the used memory. In HTM systems the hardware itself tracks the objects accessed in the transaction (with read and write bits, signatures or other mechanisms). Third, on commit, the lists have to be traversed to lock and validate the objects. Fourth, the indirection-based object structure makes it necessary to copy entire objects when opening them for update even if only a single field is going to be touched. In HTM these copies are managed implicitly and at a finer granularity.

Next, it is proposed the construction of a hybrid TM system that removes these costs by combining the base STM with a generic HTM system. A progressive approach is used: initially, the STM new_stm_tx and commit_stm_tx functions are
modified to start a ‘sympathetic’ HTM transaction when each transaction is
started. Transactions are initially attempted in this ‘hardware mode’, being called
hardware-transaction or HW-Tx. The HW-Tx will follow the same execution path
as the original code: It invokes the same STM-library operations as normal,
preventing double compilation of the transaction’s implementation. If the
transaction aborts a given number of times, it will be retried in the original, slow
SW-only mode without the wrapped HTM transaction. Both HW and SW
transactions will be allowed to run concurrently in the system.

Many runtime operations are unneeded when running in the HW-accelerated
mode. Instead of providing two different execution paths (for HW-Txs and SW-
Txs) we will progressively analyze the different steps that can be dynamically
removed from the HW-accelerated execution path. In any case, if HW resources
are exceeded then the HW transaction is aborted and fallen back to SW execution.
This progressive approach allows us to observe the implications of every
architectural change and its effect on the global system performance. In addition,
we will compare the system with a faster ordinary STM which fails in the
privatization problem.

We use an ordinary HTM supporting strong atomicity between transacted and
non-transacted accesses [2]. We assume that all memory accesses are implicitly
transacted when running inside a transaction. We also assume that the ISA
provides a new instruction InHWTx to determine whether or not execution is inside
a HW transaction. When making performance-related decisions we assume that
per-cache conflict detection is used and that updates are made in-place (as with
LogTM). These latest assumptions affect performance, not correctness. Next,
Sections 4.1 to 4.3 present three progressive accelerations for the HW-based
execution path.

4.1 First acceleration: avoiding locking

As the underlying HTM mechanisms provide transaction atomicity and data
collision detection, locking is often un-needed when running a transaction in HW.
However, we cannot simply remove all locking: SW transactions require locks for
correctness, and SW-locked objects must be respected by HW-Txs. Also, SW-Txs
should not acquire a lock if this conflicts with a HW-Tx accessing the object.
Our approach is based on maintaining the lock access but modifying the lock and unlock operations (and the lock structure). In HW mode, transactions just test for collisions with SW ones: a HW read_lock operation will conflict with a previous SW writer, and a HW write_lock operation will conflict with any SW reader or writer. To this end, we modify the lock structure adding a new writing field (as depicted in Figure 4) which is set by SW writers when they acquire the lock and cleared on release. The rest of the algorithm for SW-Txs remains as in [27]. This prevents HW-Txs from accessing any object being transactionally modified by a SW-Tx: if a conflict is detected, the HW-Tx aborts. The detailed correct actions required by HW and SW lock operations are defined in Table 1.

![Figure 4: Modified stm_blk](image)

In a direct-update early detection HTM system (such as LogTM [29] used in our evaluations), the coherence extensions providing strong atomicity also prevent any SW-Tx from acquiring a lock in a conflicting mode. Table 2 shows the actions involved when the lock is held by a thread in reader or writer mode and a new writer arrives generating a collision (the case of a thread holding the lock in writer mode and a reader arriving is analogous). When two transactions try to lock the same object in read mode, they can proceed in parallel: SW-Txs just increase the reader_count field, while HW-Txs check the writing field. Using a HTM with lazy detection (like TCC [13] or Bulk [3]) the specific actions would be different but the behavior would be still correct.

![Table 1: Locking operations](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Lock holder:</th>
<th>HW writer</th>
<th>SW writer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lock status:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reader_count=0</td>
<td>reader_count=0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>writing=false</td>
<td>writing=false</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW writer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check:</td>
<td>writing==false &amp; reader_count==0</td>
<td>Writing==false &amp; reader_count==0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action:</td>
<td>HTM aborts on real data collisions</td>
<td>Explicit abort after check of writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW Writer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action:</td>
<td>HTM coherence extensions prevent SW-Tx from modifying writing</td>
<td>Use of the ordinary lock queue system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Writer-writer conflict
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Lock holder:</th>
<th>HW reader</th>
<th>SW reader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lock status:</td>
<td>reader_count=0 writing=false</td>
<td>reader_count=1 (+) writing=false</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HW writer</th>
<th>Check:</th>
<th>Action:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>writing== false &amp; reader_count ==0</td>
<td>HTM aborts on real data collisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SW Writer</th>
<th>Action:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HTM coherence extensions prevent SW-Tx from modifying writing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Writer-reader conflict

Table 2: Lock acquisition with writers involved

To dynamically modify the lock behaviour, we define a function in_HW_Tx(), that, using the inHWTx ISA instruction, returns true only if the code is being executed with HW support. According to it, the code for read and write lock and unlock operations is the one presented in Figure 5 (omitted original parts can be found in [27]):

```c
read_lock(lock, qnode){
  if (in_HW_Tx()){
    if (!lock->writing)
      return; //succeed
    else ABORT_HW_TX();
  } else{[…]/original code}
}

write_lock(lock, qnode){
  if (in_HW_Tx()){
    if (!lock->writing) &
      (lock->read_count==0)
      return; //succeed
    else ABORT_HW_TX();
  } else{[…]/original code}
}

read_unlock(lock, qnode){
  if (in_HW_Tx()) { ; }
  else{[…]/original code}
}

write_unlock(lock, qnode){
  if (in_HW_Tx()) { ; }
  else{[…]/original code}
}
```

Figure 5: Modified a) read_lock, b) write_lock and c) unlock operations

4.2 Second acceleration: skip the read set

Our second acceleration technique comes from the fact that the explicit read-set list can be elided in HW transactions. Such transactions still need to check the locks of read objects for two reasons: to avoid reading write-locked objects and to prevent any further SW-Tx write-locking the object. Therefore, instead of building up a read-set list, in HW-TXs the read_stm_blk call will check that the lock is in the appropriate status (writing = false) and return the data pointer to the shared object. This prevents any further software writer committing changes to the block before the HW commit, because of strong atomicity.

This operation decreases overhead for two reasons:
- The transaction log is reduced to the write set. Though a search on each access is still needed, it is much faster.
- The same applies to the validation: the number of validation steps is reduced to the modified objects count only.
4.3 Third acceleration: in-place updates

Applying the idea of removing the private log to the write set would prevent the object copy on the first access and would provide updates in place. However, as specified in Section 3, SW transactions rely on the update of the data pointer to detect conflicts on the validation step. HW transactions do not need to allocate a new data block, but modifying the object without updating the data pointer wouldn’t allow SW transactions to detect HW updates.

To overcome this drawback, we add an additional version counter in the object header. This field is set to 0 when the object is first instantiated (in any HW or SW transaction) and increased on every call to write_stm_blk by a HW-Tx. SW-Txs copy the value of this word in the entry on the read and write sets. The validation process implies checking both the data pointer and the version field.

Special care is needed to handle version overflows. A simple solution is to abort HW-Txs on counter overflow and clear the counter on SW updates (to minimize overflows).

With this last optimization, HW transactions make their updates in place, do not maintain read or write sets, and consequently avoid any search on these sets. As our experimental results will show later, this last system provides the highest performance.

5. HyTM Evaluation

The proposed system has been implemented and simulated with GEMS [25], a tool based in the full-system simulator Simics [21], using a MESI LogTM protocol. Network parameters have been set to resemble those of the Sunfire E25K [37]. Each HW-Tx was retried for 3 times before switching to SW-only. The modelled system contains 16 processors and the thread count was variable, while making sure to always leave an empty processor for OS tasks.

We extended the STM implementation to use the LogTM ISA, modifying only the STM library and not the applications using it. The STM library was modified so that HW-Txs never call the system malloc and free functions in the garbage collector. Instead, HW transactions are aborted if a local pool of pre-allocated chunks is exhausted. Three reasons support this. First, it prevents some limitations on the base simulator. Although the HTM simulates unbounded transactions, there
are various low level operations (related with OS locking) which cannot occur transactionally. Second, it prevents congestion problems in the GC, and eventually, in the OS, when a HW transaction modifies some global structure. Finally, it models a HTM system more restricted than the original, unbounded, LogTM model.

We simulated four versions of our design:

- The original, software only, STM system (sw), which is expected to be limited by the cost of read-locking.
- A version eliding the locks in HW, but maintaining both read and write sets (rw).
- A version that avoids entries in the read set (noread).
- A full accelerated version, without read and write sets (nowrite),

A real HyTM system would only use the last version, but we simulate all of them to evaluate the effect that each change introduces. We also profiled Fraser’s STM [10], which provides a higher performance than the SW-only lock-based STM, at the cost of failing in the privatization problem. Its comparison points out the performance costs of the privatization safety property based on pessimistic concurrency control.

5.1 Evaluation benchmarks

We used three microbenchmarks: red-black (RB) tree, skip-list and hash-table. The problem sizes are specified by a key $k$, similarly to other works in the area [5], [10]. Each thread executes write transactions with probability $p$, or read transactions that search and read a given key with probability $(1-p)$. In the first two benchmarks, write transactions will add or remove a given key. Write operations may need to rebalance the tree or to correct the links in the skip list, introducing some contention between operations on different keys. In these programs, the root of the tree or list is always part of the transactions read set. In the hash-table microbenchmark, we implemented two instances of linked hash tables with different size. Each writing transaction will move the given entry from one table to the other (if found) or add/remove the key (after searching on both tables, if needed) with the same probability. In this case, there is no reader-congestion in the root of the table (actually, there is no such root).
In all cases, after a sufficient warm-up period, the number of simulated cycles per transaction was measured, averaged across nine simulation runs and executed for a period long enough to converge to a fixed value. Performance is reported as the inverse of this value. In most cases, our results are normalized against the single-processor, SW-only performance.

### 5.2 Performance results

Our first test shows the performance improvement obtained by a single processor, which reflects the sequential work removed by the HW-support. Table 3 shows these values for different problem sizes (from $2^8$ to $2^{15}$ maximum elements), using workloads with read-only transactions, $p = 0\%$, and for $p = 10\%$. Fraser’s performance improves the base system in a 20-60% as there is no reader-lock overhead. The lock elision ($sw$) provides a similar but slightly lower improvement, given that the writing lock field still has to be checked by readers. The remaining two improvements provide higher benefits (up to 3.45) by offloading the log management and conflict detection functions to the HTM. This improvement grows with the problem size ($2^{11}$, $2^{15}$) in RB and Skip, as the transaction log size is also increased.

Figure 6 shows the multi-processor performance obtained with read-only transactions in the RB tree and hash table for key size 8. The skip list performance is similar to the RB tree, and different problem sizes show similar behaviour, so those plots are omitted. Plots are normalized to the performance of the single-processor, base STM system. Considering the values in Table 3 there is no super-linear speedup. Both workloads show a constant speedup, but the baseline STM offers much lower scalability in the RB benchmark. In the hash-table benchmark,
for each thread count the performance improvement of the HyTM models over the base STM is roughly constant, with the values presented in Table 3. In the RB benchmark the performance improvement rises with the thread count: with 15 threads lock elision (rw), gains a factor of 2.72x, while noread (that saves the read set storage and validation) and nowrite (that saves any logging and commit steps) provide speedups of 4.77x and 5.49x.

The poor scalability of the base STM system in the RB benchmarks can be explained by profiling the sw and nowrite cases in Figure 7. The left plot dissects the execution steps, showing how the commit phase of the sw design is almost removed in the nowrite approach as the validation and update steps are unnecessary. Also, this commit phase grows in sw with the number of processors due to the cycles spent manipulating read-set locks. To verify this, the right plot shows how lock handling time grows with the thread count due to the contention on the lock reader_count field, which happens especially toward the root of the shared structure. In the case of nowrite, the lock action is reduced to a simple check that does not introduce coherence contention and remains constant with the thread count.

**Table 3: Single processor performance**
Figure 8 shows the performance obtained with the skip-list benchmark under low (left, $k = 15$ and $p = 10\%$) and high (right, $k = 8$ and $p = 10\%$) contention. With low contention, Fraser’s model scales well, but we observe how the hybrid versions’ performance degrades with the number of threads. With higher contention (right), the performance of all models suffers as expected, but the performance penalty is much higher in the hybrid models. This degradation comes from two facts. First, it is due to the higher proportion of slower SW transactions triggered by the increase of the rate of HW transactions aborted, as shown in Figure 9. Though the actual HW abort rate is not very high, LogTM makes processors wait on conflicts rather than abort, leading to a significant impact on the overall performance. The second fact is the lack of fairness that will be studied in the next Section.

Figure 10 shows the performance in a contended case of the hash-table benchmark ($k = 8$, $p = 25\%$). The base STM performs better than before, as there is no root-node reader congestion. The right plots show that, as collisions are more infrequent in this data structure, the abort rate is much lower and hence, the scalability higher. The system maintains, basically, the single-processor
5.3 Fairness issues

The base STM provides fairness guarantees between different reading and writing transactions. The use of per-object queue-based FIFO locks at commit time implies that a transaction that wants to modify an object will have to wait for any previous committing readers (or writers) to release the lock. In addition, any subsequent transaction that reads the same object will have to wait for the writer to finish, later on the queue.

However, we found that on the HyTM system this fairness guaranty is lost when using LogTM as the base HTM (or, in general, with any eager conflict detection HTM that stalls the requestor of conflicting addresses). The problem comes from the way that LogTM extends the coherence mechanism to provide atomicity: Whenever a coherence request arrives at a given node, if such request conflicts with the ongoing transaction, a NACK ("Negative Acknowledgement") reply is sent to the coherence requestor, temporarily denying access to the line. This prevents the requester from reading or writing transactionally modified lines. This NACKing mechanism effectively provides a hardware-based lock on those lines read or modified during the transaction. It can be either read-locking when a transaction reads a line, in which case several transactions can concurrently access the shared line, or write-locking if the line has been modified by a transaction and is kept with exclusive coherence permissions.

This kind of multiple-reader, single-writer locking can lead to writer starvation on frequently read lines. The problem can occur if two processors are continually running transactions that hold the same cache line in their read set while a third processor is waiting to make a transactional write to that line. The putative writer will be continually NACKed while the readers continue executing transactions. A
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pathological example is shown in the code of Figure 11, where $a$ is a shared variable initially set to 0, $N$ is the thread count and $th_{id}<N$ is a per-thread id. When there are enough threads running this code, execution never ends due to writer starvation. Without special contention management, even four threads are enough to block the Hybrid TM system.

Similarly, we analyzed the performance of individual processors in the red-black tree microbenchmark. With 32 threads we found that, after starting a couple of thousand transactions, and depending on the program run, from 4 to 12 processors are stalled trying to modify some node which is frequently read because of its location close to the root. This starvation anomaly does not happen in the base STM. In the next Section, we introduce the idea of Directory Reservations, a novel, low cost HW mechanism that builds a “semi-fair” queue to prevent this type of problems.

6. Directory Reservations

In Figure 12, a request (Step 1) from $C$ is forwarded (2) to A and B transactional readers, and NACKed (3). The general idea of Directory Reservations is that such NACKed requests will issue a request to the directory to reserve the line, piggybacked in the coherence response. The directory is extended with a new $R$ (Reserved) bit per line, and an attached Reservation Table (RT) to support the new functionality, as presented in Figure 13. Figure 12 also shows the new behaviour: After receiving a reservation request (4) from processor $C$, if a line is available in the RT the directory sets the $R$ flag for the line, allocates such empty line in the RT and records the address and requestor processor id $C$ in the requestor field. The fields $read\_count$ and $W$ will be discussed later.

Whenever any other processor $D$ issues a GETX (“get exclusive”) or GETS (“get

![Figure 12: Reservation Mechanism](image)

![Figure 13: Reservation Table structure](image)
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shared”) request for the same line (step 6 in Figure 12), it will arrive at the directory controller where the R flag is already set. The directory controller will get the corresponding line from the RT and compare the requestor id, D, with the saved requestor field containing C. Being different, the controller determines that the current requestor is not the one that reserved the line, and sends a NACK message (step 7) to D without any need to forward the request to the current sharers. Only requests from processor C (the one that reserved the line) will be forwarded to the corresponding processors (owner or sharers). If C receives new NACK replies, it will have to repeat the request until it is successfully satisfied. Eventually, in a general case, the blocking processors (A and B) will commit their transaction. When this happens, no new NACK will be issued to the coherence requestor, so C will receive the valid data with the valid permissions. In this point, the final message from C to the directory clears both the R flag and the current requestor, and finishes the reservation.

In practice, we must be careful because the processors executing A or B may themselves incur a conflict with a transaction executing in D (conflict in another line different from a). This would cause a deadlock, e.g.: A waiting for D, D waiting for C, and C waiting for A. This can be addressed by extending the existing deadlock avoidance mechanism used in the HTM. In the specific case of LogTM (deadlock detection based on timestamps), it can be accomplished by never NACKing requests with a timestamp older than the one in the reservation; for other HTMs, the mechanism should be appropriately adapted.

6.1 Limited fair queuing

The previously described proposal enables any writer to proceed execution after the current holders of the line commit. However, it does not implement any queue for the remaining readers or writers. Once the reservation is served, the rest of the requests will race for the line. An alternative implementation can provide a result equivalent to a limited fair queue.

We make use of the optional read_count field and W flag in the directory. Once the reservation has been set, any GETS request for the same line will be NACKed and the read_count will be incremented. To prevent counting the same read request twice, every request message includes a nacked bit, which is set by the requestor cache on every retry. Only requests with nacked 0 increase the read_count in the
directory. On the first GETX request not coming from the original requestor \( C \), the \( W \) flag is set, and \texttt{read\_count} is no longer incremented. This ensures that if the block is requested in exclusive mode during a reservation, the \texttt{read\_count} field will contain the count of previous read requests for the block, which will have to be served before acknowledging any exclusive request. Once the original reservation is served, the directory will continue to keep the \( W \) flag set, and decrease \texttt{read\_count} on every GETS request served, while exclusive requests are NACKed by the directory. When \texttt{read\_count} reaches 0 and the \( W \) bit is set, only a single GETX request will success (and, in the case of a new conflict, generates a new reservation).

This design does not implement a real queue, given that the directory does not record the identity of read and write requestors. Once the original reservation is served, only the amount of read requests before any write request will be preserved. If new readers try to access the line, nothing prevents them from doing so before the next writer succeeds. If a new writer comes and wins the request race, its request will be satisfied. However, this is enough to assure that the proportion of sharers and writers in the queue is satisfied. We consider that this mechanism is fair in that, on average, the waiting time for sharers and writers is the same as it would be with a real queue.

### 6.2 Thread de-scheduling and migrating

Given that LogTM transactions block accesses that conflict with their read or write sets, thread de-scheduling is an important issue for HW transactions. Signature-based solutions for this issue have been proposed in [39]. In this subsection we present how to prevent starvation if the reservation owner gets de-scheduled. If this happened when the resource became free, there would be no request for the line. This would block any other threads trying to access the line. This case does not generate a deadlock but a temporal starvation in the same manner as de-scheduling a thread which is waiting in a lock queue. To cover this last case, in [16] a new mechanism is proposed to detect de-scheduled threads. Waiting threads periodically “publish evidence” that they are still iterating, in the form of a timestamp increase. If other thread finds a timestamp not increased in a long time, it can “jump ahead” the queue.
In our case, we include a counter in the RT line (not depicted in Figure 13). This counter records the current clock on every new GETX request received from the reservation holder. When a conflicting request is received (that should be NACKed by the directory), the counter is checked against the current clock. If the difference exceeds a threshold, the reservation line is cleared to prevent starvation. Such threshold will be set to several times (2 or 3) the delay between requests to cover the case in which network congestion delays a request. A similar case must be considered for readers and writers when using the limited fair queuing proposed in Section 6.1.

6.3 Evaluation

In the multiple-reader, single writer problem, prioritizing readers over writers provides the highest throughput, as writers never stop concurrent readers. Thus, any fairness mechanism will reduce throughput. Similarly, the usage of the Reservation Table can locally introduce more contention in the system as the reservation owner stops furthers threads that could continue execution. On the other hand, starved threads do not contribute to the global throughput, so temporarily blocking other threads to guarantee writer progress might lead to higher throughput. Thus, our implementation should try to produce the lowest performance degradation while still ensuring starvation freedom.

We implemented three versions of the RT mechanism with different reservation policies:

- **RT-base**: nack’ed requests always make the reservation.
- **RT-delayed**: the nack’ed request is retried several times (we used 100 in our experiments) before it makes the reservation.
- **RT-oldest**: the nack’ed request only performs the reservation when the nack’ers have higher (younger) HTM timestamps. This prevents a writer from stopping transactions that started before.

We also compared our proposal with a different conflict resolution policy: the Hybrid model presented in [1] (labelled Abort Policy). Such policy targets the same problem but considering HTM transactions only. With this policy, write requests abort readers that have a higher (younger) timestamp. It requires the HTM to allow transactional requests aborting remote transactions.
Figure 14: 2¹¹ RB-tree execution dissection using different contention mechanisms. \( p = 10\% \)

Figure 14 presents a cycle dissection of the average transaction execution of the RB-tree benchmark with size 2¹¹ and \( p = 10\% \), using 2 to 31 threads (simulating a 32 processor machine in this last case). Transaction execution time is normalized to the base Hybrid system (HyTM). With a small thread count (2 to 4), the system does not suffer from writer starvation and the mechanism does no penalize execution. The contention increases with the thread count, showing a higher percentage of time wasted in SW and HW transaction aborts in HyTM for 15 and 31 threads. The RT mechanisms stop such congestion halting new readers and the performance is significantly increased up to 30.8\% with the best RT-oldest policy, but without big differences between them. By contrast, the Abort Policy model is based on aborting running transactions, which increases the abort count and fastens the switch to the slower STM mode, more prone to aborts. This policy also improves the HyTM performance but only up to 25.03\%.

Finally, Figure 15 presents other two cases. The left graph shows normalized execution time for a highly contended \( (p=25\%) \) skip-list with 2¹¹ maximum nodes. High thread counts (15 to 31) present much contention, which is clearly avoided by the RT mechanism and not so much by the HyTM policy in the 31-thread case. The right graph shows the Hash-table, which suffers almost no congestion and, therefore, it is not affected by these mechanisms.
7. Related Work

Early STM implementations aimed for providing non-blocking progress guarantees. Ennals [8] argues that lock-based STM implementations are sensible given their integration with the rest of the runtime system (to avoid, for example, a running thread spinning waiting for a lock to be released by a pre-empted thread). Lock-based implementations temporarily block a given resource, either from the encounter-point [15], [23] or in the commit phase [5] to simplify the design and provide higher performance. From these previous works, [5] and [15] can fail in problems such as the privatization one. The work of Menon el al [23] covers the problem and proposes several alternative semantics for STM-only safe transactions. However, they rely on whole-program analyses, JIT optimizations and barriers on volatile accesses. Our work is orthogonal to that one, being possible to adapt our HW acceleration proposal to their lock-based system.

Rajwar and Goodman [31], and Martínez and Torrellas [26] proposed mechanisms that allow threads to execute speculatively past locks without stalling for lock ownership. These systems support a traditional lock-based programming model rather than atomic transactions.

Hardware-accelerated STMs provide a performance speedup if the specific hardware they require is available. The work in [35] extends a traditional HW coherence protocol and cache operations to detect conflicts between transactions. In [32] new cache extensions are included so that transactions can avoid part of their bookkeeping work. Both proposals design specific HW support for a specific STM system.
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Damron et al’s hybrid system [4] is the first to consider HW acceleration by a
generic HTM system. However, their proposal compiles each transaction’s code
twice: once for HW supported transactions and the second for SW ones. This
system is based on hash-addressed ownership records (orecs), and introduces the
idea of extending HW transactions to detect conflicts with SW ones by checking
the corresponding orece status. The improvement in PhTM [20], proposes different
transaction execution phases for hybrid systems, such as HARDWARE, HYBRID or
SOFTWARE. While we do not consider such phase division, our proposal would be
applicable to their HARDWARE and HYBRID phases of execution, affecting oreces
instead of locks. Even more, such work also introduces the idea of using scalable
non-zero indicators instead of counters in the modelIndicator variable. This would
also suffer from strong starvation in the general case, which could be managed by
the Reservation Table. As a note, the authors had to modify the contention
manager in LogTM, changing the stalling mechanism addressed in this work.
NZTM [38], is another hybrid proposal (also with a modified contention manager)
that achieves zero-indirection STM, eliminating some of the performance
overheads of our base STM.

In [28], the authors propose a hybrid system based on TL2 [5]. It does not support
software-only transactions. However, it does provide strong isolation, which is
impractical to offer in a software-only scheme without whole-program analyses.
As with our design, TL2 is based in a blocking, lock-based STM system.
However, our design can still operate when hardware support is not available.
The LogTM HTM model was presented in [29]. The problem of writer starvation
in the LogTM model was discussed in [1], labelled STARVINGWRITER. The
authors propose what we called Abort Policy. Our approach is different in that we
do not need to abort remote transactions, and we explicitly cover the case of both
HW and SW transactions using a HyTM.

Contestion management for TM has been previously considered in many different
works such as [4] or [33]. However, as far as we know no other work has
addressed cache-line fairness issues for directory-based hybrid systems.
Many different HW mechanisms have been proposed to improve the performance
of shared-memory synchronization and exclusion. Software reader-writer queue-
based locks [27], as the ones used in our base hybrid TM, reduce contention by
using a queue of waiters, at the cost of increased memory usage. QOLBY [11],
was the first proposal to improve shared-memory synchronization using hardware distributed queues. Memory-side atomic operations, first used in the NYU Ultracomputer [12], perform atomic operations in the memory controller rather than the processors’ caches to prevent cache lines bouncing between processors. Recently proposed Active Memory Operations [9] extends the performance to streams of data. Active Messages [6] is a software proposal to move computation to the owner node, considering that the programmer knows where it resides. In forthcoming works of the authors, the extension of Directory Reservations to support fair access for explicit synchronization will be considered. Although possible, we do not know of any of these works specifically addressing writer starvation in shared-memory synchronization. Even more, the complexity of our directory is much lower than any of the previously mentioned mechanisms.

8. Conclusion and future work

This paper has studied the implications of using a pessimistic reader-writer-lock-based transactional memory system with semivisible readers. While this system does not fail in problems such as the privatization one, the performance is seriously degraded by the readers’ visibility. A hybrid approach that can use any generic HTM as an acceleration mechanism has been proposed. The overheads incurred by the locks can be easily avoided in atomic blocks, allowing HW and SW transactions to coexist together.

It has been shown that the use of the HyTM can negatively affect some desirable properties of the original STM, specifically the fairness in the resource access. We have shown how, in corner cases, this can lead to program blocking or thread starvation. Such solutions, proposed for HTM systems can be suboptimal for a HyTM model. Directory Reservations is proposed as a low-cost mechanism for the HTM to build a “semi-fair” queue to access blocked resources. This solution removes the starvation problem minimizing aborts and leads to higher performance.

The author’s future work includes extending the idea of Directory Reservations to accelerate explicit locking. Having a hardware mechanism implementing this semi-fair queue could offload this task from a software lock, thus reducing the coherence congestion and the lock passing time.
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